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The asymptotic value as nPR of the number b (n) of inequivalent binary n-codes is
determined. It was long known that b(n) also gives the number of nonisomorphic
binary n-matroids. ( 2000 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
Let F (q) be the Galois "eld with q elements (q"ps a prime power). We shall
be mostly concerned with the case q :"2. Recall that a binary n-code is just
a subspace X of the F (2)-vector space F (2)n. Two n-codes X, X@-F (2)n are
said to be equivalent if for some permutation p of the symmetric groups S
n
on
M1, 2,2, nN we have
X@"Xp :"M(x1p ,2, xnp) D (x1,2, xn)3XN (1)
(where ip is the image of i under p). Equivalent binary n-codes have identical
properties concerning applications in coding theory. Therefore, and other-
wise, it is interesting to know the value of the parameter
b (n) :"number of equivalence classes of binary n-codes. (2)
This has been done in [W1] for n425. We refer to [W2] for an outline of
the method and some numerical data. Independently, and more or less
simultaneously, equivalence classes of codes were enumerated by Kerber and
his collaborators; we recommend the recent publication [BFKWZ]. It is well
known (e.g., [Wh, 6.5 or W2, p. 311]) that b (n) is also the number of
nonisomorphic binary matroids on an n-element set, though the two
concepts are quite di!erent. For the de"nition of binary matroid see, e.g., [We,192
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G (n, q) :"number of F (q)-linear subspaces of F (q)n. (3)
Since an equivalence class of binary n-codes has at most n! members, it is
clear that G(n, 2)/n!4b(n). Our main result asserts that G(n, 2)/n! is in fact
the asymptotic value of b(n) as nPR. Hereby, f, g: NPR‘are asymp-
totically the same, written f (n)&g (n), if f (n)/g(n)P1(nPR). We write
f (n)"O (g (n)) if there is a constant B3R‘ such that ("n3N) f (n)4Bg(n).
Note that log will always be the logarithm to base 2.
THEOREM. Asymptotically b (n)&G(n, 2)/n!. Furthermore, put c
0
:"
log e+1.44 and b (n) :"2n2@4~n -0’n‘c0n~(1@2) -0’n. Then one has
(a) b (2m#1)&c
1
b (2m#1) (up to 7 digits precision c
1
+2.940982)
(b) b (2m)&c
2
b (2m) (up to 7 digits precision c
2
+2.940990).
Outline of Proof. Note that S
n
acts upon the set L (< ) of all subspaces
X-< :"F(2)n via (X, p)>Xp , where Xp is de"ned as in (1). By Burnside’s
lemma we thus have
b (n)"1
n!
+
p|Sn
DFix(p) D , (4)
where Fix(p) :"MX3L (< ) DXp"XN is the sublattice of L(< ) consisting of
all &&p-invariant’’ subspaces. If e
1
, e
2
,2, en is the canonical base of <, and the
linear automorphism „p : <P< is de"ned by „p(ei ) :"eip , we see that Fix(p)
coincides with the lattice L(„p) of „p-invariant subspaces in the usual linear
algebra sense. BecauseL („
*$
)"L(< ) for the identity id3S
n
, it follows from
(3) and (4) that
b(n)"G(n, 2)
n!
#1
n! A +p|Sn~M*$N DL („p) DB . (5)
(For n :"4 Eq. (5) is evaluated in (37).) Hence showing b (n)&G(n, 2)/n!
amounts to showing
A +p|Sn~M*$N DL („p ) DBNG(n, 2)P0 (nPR). (6)
This follows from the two facts below which shall be established in Section 2:
G(2m#1, 2)&d
1
2(2m‘1)2@4 and G(2m, 2)&d
2
2(2m)2@4 (7)
+
p|Sn~M*$N
DL(„p ) D"O (2n
2@4~n@3). (8)
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formula n!&J2nn(n
e
)n. One has c
1
"d
1
/J2n and c
2
"d
2
/J2n. j
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
It remains to be proven (7) and (8) of Section 1. The "rst is part of Lemma 1
below. The second is Lemma 6, which, in turn, is based on Lemmas 1 to 5.
The "rst lemma is of independent interest. Apparently, it has not been
published before. I am grateful to Andrew Barbour, who improved upon my
original1 proof.
LEMMA 1. For each "xed prime power q there are nonzero constants d
1
,
d
2
(dependent on q) such that
G(2m#1, q)&d
1
q(2m‘1)2@4 and G(2m, q)&d
2
q(2m)2@4.
Proof. Let q be "xed. For simplicity set G
n
:"G(n, q). Note that always
G
0
"1, G
1
"2. According to [GR, p. 77] one has
G
n‘1
"2G
n
#(qn!1)G
n~1
(n51). (9)
Furthermore, set
u
n
:"q~n2@4G
n
(n50). (10)
Check that (9) and (10) imply
u
n
"2q~n@2‘1@4u
n~1
#(1!q~n‘1)u
n~2
(n52). (11)
Setting q
n
:"1!q~n‘1#2q~n@2‘1@4, a
n
:"2q~n@2‘1@4q~1
n
, and b
n
:"1!a
n
(n52), one thus derives
u
n
"q
n
(a
n
u
n~1
#b
n
u
n~2
) (n52). (12)
Setting r :"minMu
0
, u
1
N"minM1, 2q~1@4N, and observing that q
n
’1 (n52),
it follows from (12), induction, and a
n
#b
n
"1 that
r4u
n
(n50). (13)1Since Lemma 1 does not enter the main statement b(n)&G (n, 2)/n!, I originally settled for
proving G (n, q)"O(qn2@4) and qn2@4"O (G(n, q)).
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0
"q
1
:"1 we derive from u
0
42q
0
, u
1
42q
0
q
1
, and (12) that gener-
ally u
n
42q
0
q
12qn (n50). One checks that q242 for all q and
q
n‘1
"1!qn#2q~n@2~1@4(1#q~n@3 for all q and n52. Because
R :"4<=
n/2
(1#q~n@3)(R (e.g., apply the quotient criterion to the se-
quence v
m
:"<m
n/2
!<m~1
n/2
) we get
u
n
4R (n50). (14)
From (11) and (14) we obtain
Du
n
!u
n~2
D4(2q~n@2‘1@4#q~n‘1)R (n52). (15)
Cauchy’s criterion therefore guarantees that both d
1
:"lim
m?=
(u
2m‘1
) and
d
2
:"lim
m?=
(u
2m
) exist. They are nonzero by (13). j
Some further remarks. Note that (15) implies
Du
2m
!d
2
D4A
2q~m~3@4
1!q~1 #
q~2m~1
1!q~2BR. (16)
A similar inequality holds for Du
2m‘1
!d
1
D . Using (16), and setting the
computing precision high enough (I wrote a Mathematica program), a "nite
run of recursion (11) shows that for q :"2 one has d
1
+7.371949491 and
d
2
+7.371968801 (precise up to the digits given). Is d
1
Od
2
for all q? It
follows easily from (11) and 14u
0
that for even indices n"2m the inequality
(13) can be improved to 14u
2m
(m50). Hence d
2
"d
2
(q)51 for all prime
powers q. What about d
1
"d
1
(q)? From (12) and (14) we get
u
3
"(q
3
a
3
)u
2
#q
3
b
3
u
1
42q~5@4u
2
#q
3
u
1
42q~5@4R#q
3
u
1
"q~1u
1
R#q
3
u
1
4u
1
q
3
(1#Rq~1).
Iteration yields u
2m‘1
4u
1
q
3
q
52q2m‘1(1#Rq~1#Rq~2#2#Rq~m).
Taking the limit for mPR gives
u
1A
=
<
m/1
q
2m‘1B A
R
1!q~1!(R!1)B4u1RA
R
1!q~1!(R!1)B": R@.
Because u
1
"2q~1@4P0 and RP4 for qPR we see that all u
2m‘1
4
R@(1 for big enough q. Hence d
1
(1 for all big enough q. A little elabor-
ation on the above shows that, e.g., q549 is big enough. For 24q(49 the
computer does the job and we see that d
1
(d
2
for all q.
Though more modern references exist, the article [BF] of Brickman and
Fillmore shall suit us best in the rest of this paper (in particular because of
196 MARCEL WILDLemma 3). Let K be any "eld, < a "nite dimensional K-vector space, and „ :
<P< a K-linear map. LetL(„ )-L (< ) be the sublattice of all „-invariant
subspaces. Recall thatL („ ) is the lattice of all submodules of the A-module
<, where A is the commutative ring of all polynomials +m
j/0
j
j
„j (j
j
3K).
However, we do not need this interpretation. In order to get L(„ ), consider
„1s minimal polynomial
min(„, t) :" s<
i/1
p
i
(t)ki (17)
where the p
i
(t)3K[t] are irreducible and k
i
51 (14i4s). Furthermore,
put
<
i
:"ker(p
i
(„ )ki ) (14i4s). (18)
LEMMA 2 [BF, p. 812]. =ith notation as above the following hold:
(a) All <
i
are „-invariant subspaces (the 00primary components11) and
<"<
1
=2=<
s
(s51).
(b) If „
i
:"(„ v<
i
), then „
i
:<
i
P<
i
has the minimal polynomial
min(„
i
, t)"p
i
(t)ki.
(c) L („ )KL („
1
)]2]L(„
s
).
If L(„ ) is not a direct product of smaller lattices (i.e., s"1 in Lemma 2),
then the next lemma shall provide a useful upper bound for DL(„ ) D .
LEMMA 3 [BF, Theorem 7]. ‚et < be a n-dimensional K-vector space and
Q :<P< a K-linear nilpotent map (i.e., Qm"0 for some m). Setting
Q@ :"Q vQ(< ) one has
L (Q)" Z
X|L(Q{)
[X, Q~1(X)]. (19)
Hereby [X, Q~1(X)] :"M>3L(< ) DX->-Q~1 (X)N is an interval of the
lattice L (< ) with
dim(Q~1(X))!dim(X)"dim(ker(Q)). (20)
We now apply these lemmata in the case where K :"F (2), < :"Kn, and
„ :"„p (p3Sn) are de"ned as in Section 1.
LEMMA 4. Assume that p3S
n
is a product of r disjoint cycles C
1
,2, Cr of
length l
1
,2, lr3M1, 2,2, nN. =rite lj"2aj ) uj whereby aj50 and uj51 is
odd. If min(„p , t)"< si/1 pi (t)ki (s51) with p1(t) :"t#1, then necessarily
k
1
"maxM2aj D14j4rN. (21)
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min(„p , t)"‚CM(t
l
1#1,2, tlr#1) (least common multiple). (22)
Indeed, from the de"nition of „p it is obvious that p (t) :"‚CM(tl1#1,2, tlr#1) annihilates „p . Hence min(„p , t) divides p(t). On
the other hand, de"ne „I
j
:"„p v=j where =j :"Sei D i3CjT. (Obviously
<"=
1
=2==
r
but this decomposition into „p-invariant subspaces has
nothing to do with the decomposition<"<
1
=2=<
s
of Lemma 2!) Since
tlj#1 annihilates „I
j
, and since one easily veri"es that a polynomial of degree
(l
j
cannot annihilate „I
j
, one has min(„I
j
, t)"tlj#1. Trivially, min(„p , t)
annihilates„I
j
, so tlj#1 divides min(„p , t) for all 14j4r. Hence p (t) divides
min(„p , t). This proves (22).
If l"2au (a50, u odd), then (tl#1)"(tu)2a#(1)2a"(tu#1)2a since we
are in characteristic 2. Furthermore,
tu#1"(t#1) <
i Du, iO1
Q
i
(t), (23)
where each cyclotomic polynomial Q
i
(t)3F (2)[t] is a product of distinct
irreducible factors of degree 52. This and more are stated in [LN, 2.4.5,
2.4.7]. Combining (22) and (23) shows that k
1
equals maxM2aj D14j4rN in
the last line below:
min(„p , t)"‚CM((tu1#1)2
a1,2, (tur#1)2ar )
"‚CMA(t#1)2a1 ) <
i Du1, iO1
Q
i
(t)2a1,2, (t#1)2ar ) <
i Dur, iO1
Q
i
(t)2arB
"(t#1)k1 s<
i/2
p
i
(t)ki. j
LEMMA 5. ‚et p3S
n
be a product of r disjoint cycles C
1
,2, Cr of lengths
l
1
"2a1u
1
,2, lr"2arur . If <"<1=2=<s (s51) is the decomposition in
primary „p-invariant subspaces, then dim(<1)"2a1#2a2#2#2ar.
Proof. Let k
1
:"maxM2aj D14j4rN. Letting I be the identity (on what-
ever subspace of < ), it follows from (18) and (21) that
<
1
"ker(„k1p #I)"ker(„k11 #I)"ker(„I k11 #I)=2=ker(„I k1r #I).
Consider w.l.o.g. „I
1
:=
1
P=
1
with say=
1
"Se
0
, e
1
,2, el~1T and l"2au.
By de"nition k
1
"2b for some b5a. We leave it as an exercise to verify that
198 MARCEL WILDa base of ker(„I k1
1
#I) is given by the 2a vectors
b
0
:"e
0
#e
2a
#e
2>2a
#e
3>2a
#2#e
(u~1)>2a
b
1
:"e
1
#e
1‘2a
#e
1‘2>2a
#e
1‘3>2a
#2#e
1‘(u~1)2a
F
b
2a~1
:"e
2a~1
#e
(2a~1)‘2a
#e
(2a~1)‘2>2a
#e
(2a~1)‘3>2a
#2#el~1 .
In particular, ker(„I k1
1
#I)"=
1
for l"2a (a50), and ker(„I k1
1
#I)"
Se
0
#e
1
#2#el~1T for l"u. j
LEMMA 6. +p|Sn~M*$N DL(„p) D"O(2n
2@4~n@3).
Proof. For p3S
n
!MidN let o(p)3M0, 1,2, n!1N be the number of
cycles C
j
of p which have a length l
j
"2aj (a
j
50). Putting
C
1
:"Mp3S
n
!MidND 04o(p)4n!4 log nN
and
C
2
:"Mp3S
n
!MidND n!4 log n(o (p)4n!1N,
it su$ces to verify the following two claims:
+
p|C1
DL(„p ) D"O(2n
2@4~(1@4)n -0’ n) (24)
+
p|C2
DL(„p) D"O(2n
2@4~(1@3)n). (25)
Proof of (24). For "xed p3C
1
let q :"pk1 where k
1
is as in (21) of Lemma
4. It is clear that q has o :"o (q)"o (p) 1-cycles, and the other cycles of q all
have odd length 53. Because a „p-invariant subspace X-< is a fortiori„q-invariant, one has DL („p) D4DL („q) D . Consider the decomposition
<"<
1
=2=<
s
into „q-invariant subspaces according to Lemma 2. By
Lemma 5 we have
o4dim(<
1
)4o#n!o
3
"n
3
#2o
3
. (26)
Concerning the other primary components <
2
,2, <s , we claim that
DL(„
i
) D4GA
n
i
d
i
, 2diB (ni :"dim(<i ), di :"deg(pi (t))). (27)
BINARY CODES AND BINARY MATROIDS 199To see (27), note that the family of all linear maps +m
j/0
j
j
(„
i
)j (j
j
3F(2)) under
addition and composition is isomorphic to the "eld F(2)[t]/p
i
(t)KF (2di). It
is clear that each „
i
-invariant subspace X-<
i
is a subspace of the F (2di)-
vector space <
i
. Obviously <
i
must have a F (2di)-dimension of n
i
/d
i
. This
proves (27).
Now Lemma 1 yields
GA
n
i
d
i
, 2diB"O((2di )(ni@di)2@4)"O (2(1@4)>n2i @di ) (24i4s).
From (26) follows dim(<
2
=2=<
s
)"n
2
#2#n
s
4n!o. Therefore,
and in view of d
i
52 (24i4s), one derives
s
<
i/2
GA
n
i
d
i
, 2diB"O(2(1@4)> (n22‘2‘n2s )@2)"O(2(1@4)> ((n~o)@J2))2). (28)
Combining Lemma 2(c) with (26), (27), (28) yields
DL(„q ) D"O(2(1@4)> (n@3‘2o@3)
2 ) )O (2(1@4)> ((n~o)@J2)2). (29)
In view of (29), for 04o4n!4 log n, consider the function
h (o) :"1
4 CA
n
3
#2o
3 B
2#A
n!o
J2 B
2
D"
11
72
n2!10
72
no#17
72
o2.
It has a local maximum at o :"0, a global minimum at o :"5n/17, and
a global maximum at o :"n!4 log n. Therefore
("p3C
1
) DL(„p) D"O(2h(n~4 -0’ n))"O(2n
2@4~(4@3)n -0’ n‘(34@9)(-0’ n)2 ). (30)
Because DC
1
D4n!4nn"2n -0’ n and !4
3
#1(!1
4
we get +p|C1 DL(„p ) D"O (2n2@4~(1@4)n -0’ n ), which proves (24).
Proof of (25). First we check that
("p3C
2
) DL(„p ) D42G (n!1, 2). (31)
Indeed, if „p gives rise to a decomposition <"<1=2=<s with <1O<,
then dim(<
2
=2=<
s
)52 (Lemma 5), whence DL („p) D4G(n!2, 2) )
G(2, 2)(2G (n!1, 2). What if <
1
"<? By Lemma 2(b), „
1
"„p has the
minimal polynomial min(„p , t)"p1 (t)k1"(t#1)k1. It is clear that X-< is„p-invariant i! it is („p#I)-invariant (this will be generalized in Section 3).
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yielding n!i"dim(Q(< )), it follows from (19), (20) in Lemma 3 that
DL(„p ) D4G(n!i, 2)G(i, 2). Hereby i51 since Q is singular and i4n!1
since pOid (in fact, more easily than in Lemma 5 one shows that i"r).
Hence G(n!i, 2)G(i, 2)4G(n!1, 2)G (1, 2)"2G(n!1, 2).
Now that (31) is veri"ed, what is the size ofC
2
? The class C
2
is contained in
the class C@
2
of all p3S
n
which have ’n!9 log n 1-cycles. Namely, if p3C
2
had 4n!9 log n 1-cycles then p had 4(n!9 log n)#((9/2) log n)"
n!(9/2) log n cycles altogether, contradicting the de"nition of C
2
. Thus
DC
2
D4DC@
2
D4A
n
n!9 log nB (9 log n)!4n9 -0’ n.
Lemma 1 in collaboration with (31) yields
+
p|C2
DL(„p ) D"O(29(-0’ n)
2‘(n~1)2@4 )"O(2n2@4~n@3).
This proves (25) and thereby Lemma 6. j
3. FURTHER REMARKS
We conjecture that
b(m#n)5b(m) ) b (n) for all m, n. (32)
The corresponding inequality for the number M (n) of arbitrary nonisomor-
phic n-matroids was conjectured in [We, p. 307]. For big m, n big enough the
inequality (32) is a corollary of our theorem. It is an exercise to verify that it
implies in fact the stronger inequalities
2(1@2~e)nb(n)4b (n#1)421@2nb (n) for all n big enough. (33)
Hereby e’0 is arbitrary. Furthermore one e.g. derives at once that
b (n)4 b (2n)4b(n)4‘e for all n big enough. (34)
Using the numerical values for b (n) given in [W1] one checks that (32) is true
for m#n425. I have no doubt that (32) holds true for all m, n. In view of (5)
this can probably be shown by sharpening the bound on +
p|Sn~M*$N
DL(„p ) D
given in Lemma 6. But of course the constant in whatever better O(2) has to
be determined explicitly.
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consider an arbitrary linear selfmap „ :<P< of a n-dimensional vector
space over any "eld K. Recall that Lemma 2(c) was useless for <"<
1
. We
then recurred to Lemma 3 (in order to prove (31)). Thus, assume that < in
Lemma 3 is a "nite vector space, say over F (q). Then heeding (20) and
iterating (19) (i.e., replace Q by Q@ and Q@ by QA :"Q2 v<, etc.) easily yield the
inequality
DL(Q) D4G(i, q)k (i :"dim(ker(Q)), Qk"0). (35)
Let K be a perfect "eld (e.g., "nite or of characteristic 0). Then each primary
K-linear operator „ :<P<, i.e., min(„, t)"p(t)k, can be written as
„"S#Q, where S is semi-simple and Q is nilpotent. Moreover
L
K
(„ )"L
K
I (Q) with KI :"K[t]/p(t) [BF, Theorem 6]. Hence (19) and (35)
are useful when considering L („ ) for arbitrary (not necessarily nilpotent)
primary maps „ : <P<.
Returning to permutations, let p3S
n
have r"r(p) disjoint cycles, and
consider „p and „1 :"„p v<1 . Recall that dim(ker(„1#I))"r and that
(„
1
#I)k1"0, where k
1
"k
1
(p) is given in Lemma 4. It follows from (35) that
DL(„
1
) D4G(r, 2)k1. (36)
It is shown in [F, p. 243] that the average value r[n] :"1/n! +
p|Sn
r(p)
asymptotically goes to ln(n) (natural logarithm) for nPR. What is the
asymptotic value of k
1
[n] :"1/n! +
p|Sn k1 (p)? Very likely k1[n];n, but even
taking n yields G(vln(n)w , 2)n"O(2-/(n)2n), which is much better than
O(2n2@4~(4@3)n -0’ n‘(34@9)(-0’ n)2 ) in (30). We chose the crude estimates (24) and
(25) in order to avoid deeper tools from probability theory. Note that the
linear algebra used can hardly be cut back.
Observe that Lemma 3 and the further remarks in [BF, p. 819] indicate
that the exact cardinality of the modular lattice L(Q) can be computed in
much the same way as the cardinality of the subgroup lattice of a "nite
Abelian group in [<] (key word for the initiated: glued tolerance relation; see
also [DH]). Since DL („p) D"DL („q) D for conjugated p, q3Sn , the exact values
b(n) should be computable on a PC up to n"60 or so (S
60
has 966,467
conjugacy classes). For instance, S
4
is partitioned into conjugacy classes of
cardinalities 1, 3, 6, 6, 8 and (5) reads
b (4)"67
24
# 1
24
(3 ) 15#6 ) 5#6 ) 27#8 ) 10)"16. (37)
Note that the values b (1), b(2),2, b(25) in [W1] were computed in a di!erent
way which can hardly be driven beyond n"25.
202 MARCEL WILDFor q’2 the notion of equivalent codes X, X@-F (q)n is somewhat more
complicated than (1) [BFKWZ], but perhaps extending the ideas of the
present paper still works for determining the asymptotic number of in-
equivalent q-ary n-codes. Another approach is probably needed to determine
the asymptotic value as nPR of inequivalent n-codes X-F (q)n of ,xed
dimension dim(X)"m (either m constant or say m"n/2).
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